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On the Cover • Anna Whitney and Matt Trovalli, students from OU’s Gaylord 
College of Journalism and Mass Communication, take a turn on the set of “With 
All Due Respect,” a news show broadcast by Bloomberg television and aired 
on MSNBC. A group of 14 Gaylord students got a crash course in covering 
presidential primaries earlier this year, including lessons in going without sleep 
and meals to meet deadline. Story on Page 4.
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IN EACH ISSUE —
   2     Sooner Shorts  • News and Events

14    Sooner Nation N. Bird Runningwater reflects on how his multicultural heritage and his years at OU helped 
prepare him for his job as director of native programming at Sundance.

26 The Big Idea How can architecture students walk through their buildings before groundbreaking? 
             The right pair of glasses does the trick.

31    Your Letters
32    Postscript • Summertime, and Engineering is Easy,33   Epilogue • Twice the Fun
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     4 THE ROAD TO IOWA  Students from the Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass 
Communication learned lessons in political reporting while covering the presidential primaries during spring 
semester.  Holding their own among professionals in the field, they also learned something about themselves.

10 THE DOUBLE LIFE OF MADISON WARD  A strong work 
ethic, determination and natural ability describe OU volleyball player Madison Ward in action on the court. Those 
same traits also apply to her blossoming music career, which she intends to pursue in Nashville after graduation.

17 COOKING LIKE CHAMPS For six years the College of Allied Health has taught 
kids ages 10 to 12 how to cook healthy meals and snacks for themselves at C.H.A.M.P Camp, where the young 
chefs learn that even broccoli and cauliflower can make their way onto pizza with delicious results.

20 SCHOLARS FOR CHANGE  When exceptional students from around the world 
have the opportunity to earn their degrees at American universities, all parties benefit. For the past three years, 
the University of Oklahoma has bested the Ivy League in bringing the coveted United World College Scholars to 
campus.

28 SOONER SOFTBALL CAPTURES TITLE  After last season 
ended for the Sooners with back-to-back losses at the Alabama Super Regional and the departure of superstars 
Lauren Chamberlain and Shelby Pendley, no one expected the young team to take the national title, except 
maybe the team itself. 
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